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MI D_1'I.EISTOCENE GRAVEL AGGRADATIONS ANll THEIR COVER-

LOESSES IN THE SOUTHERN LOWER RHINE BASIN 

W. Schirmer, 
l~üsseldorf, Federal Republic of Germany 

Along the Lower Rhine, stratified accumul8tions of gravel with in-
tercalated interglacial deposits have long been known from within the 
(t-iittelterrassen sequence. In the Kötn-Krefeld region, where such 
gravel deposits have been studied most i'requently /wee Kaiser&Schü-
trumpl', 1960, Kemp!', .1966/, they have been assigned, wherever they 
occur in a concordant Succession., to that sequence of sedimentation 
terminating in the Untere Mittelterrasse. Thus from Kempf /196/: 

Untere ,~littelterrasse llrenthe 
Kempen-Krefelder Schichten Holstein 
"Rinnenschotter" Elster/Holstein 

Here the Untere Mittelterrasse refers to that of the Grevenl~roich-
Krefeld di~sirlct ~ which is not necessarilxx identical to the Untere Mittel-
terrasse of other areas, cf, Winter, 19fiö%, that is to Mittelterrasse 
111 /,1AT 3/ in the terminology of the Köln school. 

The age-determination of this gravel aggradation is concluded from 
the interrelationship between the Untere Mittelterrasse and the Drenihe-
age ice advance into the Lower Rhine valley /see Kaiser, 1961/, and 
-from the interglacial nature of the Kempen-Krefelder Schichten most 
recent references Kempf, 1966/. 

One of the localities, where this gravel aggradation is present, is 
the Braunkohlen-Tagebau I~rimmersdorf West, north-west of koln. 

GRAVEL DEPOSITS AND COVER-LOESSES IN THE TAGEBAU FRth1-
(\1ERSDORF-WEST 

Tite gravel strata exposed In the pit at Frimmersdorf .West near Gre-
venbroich are subdivided Into two by freshwater pond sediments /Prim-
mersdorfer Schichten/. These occur in the lower part of the gravels 
in association with a channel which, at the base of the gravels, is cut 
down into the ucrcierlying, lignite-bearing Miocene strata /figure 1/. 
According to v,d. I3relie, Kilpper and Teichmüller /1959/ the peaty 
silts yield pollen spectra of interglacial type. Of particular note is the 
occurrence in abundance of Juglans, Fterocary and also Keteleeria- " 
like /coniferous/ pollen. 

'the basal grovels oP this terrace aggradation formerly showed 
well-clevelopeci cryoturbation structures /see v. d,ßrelie et al, 1.9.59/ 
table 1/. Within the gravels above the interglacial strata, towards 
the top where fine-grained sediments occur, ice-wedge casts and 
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again cryoturbafion structures can be recognized, Above the redepo-

sited, water-lain loess and flood loam which complete this sequence 

of terrace sedimentation, a fossil soil complex is developed, The ter-

race carries a 15 m thick sequence of cover deposits, which consists 

of three loess beds of glacial age, each separated by a fossil inter-• 
glacial soil complex. 

According to v, d. Brelie et al. , /1959/, the upper gravel of the 
grimmersdorf aggradation being Drerrkhe in age, then the cover-loesse5 
belong in their entirety to the Würm glacial period, but according to 

Paas /196$ a,b/ the lbesses are ascribed to both Saale and Weichsel 
glacial periods %see further discussion in §5/. 

However, since there are three cold climate cover loesses which 
post-date the gravel aggradation and since these are separated not 
only from the gravel but also From each other by interglacial soil com-
plexes, then the upper part of the gravel must be ascribed at least to 

the fourth-last glacial period and the Frimmersdorf interglacial beds 
at least to the fourth-last interglacial /see table, 1/, 

Consequently, the Frimmersdorf gravel aggradation can no longer 

be correlated with the Untere Mittelterrasse of the Grevenbroich area 
/A1T 3~. from the terrace succession, from the maximum number of 
cover deposits, likewise from its relationship with the advan ce of the 
northern inland Ice, the MT 3 gravel aggradation must be younger 
in age, The only profile of cover deposits described from that terrace 
surface occurs at Rheydt-Giesenkirchen and there, according to 
Brunnacker /1967/, shows two cold climate beds above the terrace. 

h1IDDLE PLEISTOCENE GRAVEL AGGRADATIONS ALONG THE 
SOUTHERN LOWER RH[NE 

Prom this it appears that there are at least two Mittelterrassen 
along the Lower Rhine, each with a gravel aggradation consisting of 
a relatively thin lower gravel, afine-grained interglacial middle ho-
rizon and a welt developed upper gravel, As far as the climatic indi-
cations for the upper and tower gravels are concerned, at Frimmers-
dorf the upper gravels show obvious cold -climate features: ice-wedge 
casts, cryoturbation and festooning. At present at most only c.l.~ m 
of deposits with festooning are exposed at the base of the lower gravel. 
In fact, from their position and the sediments involved /with, at the 
margin of the channel, reworked lignite pocketed down into fine-
grained Tertiary sand/ these latter features could just as well be 
interpreted as load -cast phenomena without any cold climate implica-
tions. However, in the Tagebau Fortuna-Garndorf, where again 
a fluviatile aggradation occurs, equivalent in its appearence and 
height relationships to the ravel aggradation at Frimmersdorf /see 
Heller &Brunnacker, 1966 ~, a synsedimentary ice-wedge cast was 
exposed in the basal gravel in 1969. 

1{ every lower and upper gravel stratum of such an aggradation 
were to represent an individual glacial period, then this would imply 
a very large number of such cold periods, in agreement neither with 
the maximum number of cover deprosits found overlying the terraces, 
nor with the terrace subdivision of other areas, for example of the 
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Middle $pine. Thus, the answer must be that the basal gravel of an 
aggradation must at times represent the final stages of the glacial 
period associated primarily with the upper gravel of the next gravel 
terrace up, i, e. the basal gravels form a transition to the succeed-
ing interglacial /Schirmer, 1969/, In that case the main interval of 
erosion takes place towards the end of a glacial period. ~`ibrava 
/1972/, From a study of terrace aggradations in the Z`SSR and from 
comparable studies elsewhere in Europe, comes to the conclusion 
that the main erosion, generally associated with the maximum extent 
of glaciation, takes place in the second half, i.e. towards the end 
of glacial periods. 

if we accept this erosion-accumulation hypothesis, then the lower 
three Mittelterrassen /MT 2-4/ correspond successively to the se-
cond to fourth glacial periods before present, and the maximum proved 
number of their associated cover-beds and interglacial soils corres-
ponds to the number of cover, beds expectable For terraces of those 
ages /see table 1/. 

THE SUBDIVISION OF THE COVER_BEDS IN THE TAGEBAU 
FRIMMERSDORF WEST 

The cover-beds in the Frimmersdorf Vilest pit, which are expos-
ed along a face almost /~ km long, are subdivided by soil complexes 
/see figure 1/, 

The lower soil complex which can be traced over a distance of 
c. 1,500 m rests directly on the fluviatile top stratum on the Frim-
mersdorf gravel aggradation. A Parabraunerde söil has been formed 
on heavily gleyed, reworked loess and flood loam; laterally this 
passes at a slightly higher level into pseudogley and gley soils; 
this soil is capped by a humus zone. Above this, with a barely per-
ceptible discordance, follow sandy, silty flood-wash sediments on 
which a partly pseudogleyed Parabraunerde soil has formed. Again 
this is succeeded by a humus zone and above that by a well develop-
ed loess. ' 

The middle soil complex is only preserved where formerly a 
gentle slope occurred. In two sections of the wall of the pit some 
2 km apart, it could be traced for distances of 300 m and 200 m 
respectively. Regularly separated by a depth apart of 1.5-2 m, 
Bl horizons of two Parabraunerde soils rest one above the other, 
the upper soil being weakly pseudogleyed. The lower soil is suc-
ceeded by a very weak humus horizon, the upper by a more dis-
tinct one and then by a well developed loess. 

The upper soil complex is only present on the edge of a dell, 
500-600 m east of the former farmstead St. Leonard. It consists 
of a pseudogleyed B horizon of a Parabraunerde soil, overlain 
by a remarkably dartic, thick humus zone. 

For the soils of both the lower and middle complexes the sig-
nificance of the individual B horizons and their intervening layers 
is in question. Because the soils lie over such long distances vir-
tually parallel and close together, the possibility that the interval 
between the two B horizons conceals a full glacial period seems 
highly unlikely. Häd that been the case, then, from our present 
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knowledge of the behaviour of fossil soils, one would not expect the 
upper soil in each case to reflect the relief of the lower so constant-
ly, After the upheaval of a glacial period with, in turn, soilwash, so-
lifluction and drifting of loess, there should develop - especially 
here at the foot of the Rhine R'lauptterrasse - a relief which has 
been quite altered in detail before the onset of the next interglacial. 

Thus it can only be assumed that between the B horizons /i, e. 
their soil equivalents% there is represented a rather drastic cold 
oscillation within an interglacial period, when the closed vegeta-
tion cover and the soil development gave way to reworking, even to 
short periods of loess accumulation. 

THE EVALUATION OE TIIE INTERGLACIAL SOIL COMPLEXES 

Similar relationships prevail in the west German region to those 
already known for some years from the USSR, namely that an inter-
giaCial period is represented in the soils/cover beds series by a 
soil complex with paired closely spaced soils usually of intergla_ 
ciai type, such as Parabraunerde /see Kukla, 1969, and older refs. 
cited there/. Both soils may show a more or less similar develop-
ment, as for example in the younger soil complexes of the ~`SSR, 
PK IV and PK V, which are assigned to the penultimate and ante-
penultimate interglacial periods. 

In the 1=rimmersdorf West pit it i s the two lower soil complexes 
which show similarly developed soils, in each• case of interglacial 
type. According to the terrace and cover-bed succession shown in 
table 1, these too from their minimum age belong to the penultimate 
and antepenultimate interglacials. This then presents a good analo-
gue to the Czechoslovakian cover-beds subdivision. 

The evidence from such interglacial soil complexes is a reminder 
that, where cover-bed profiles are reckoned up with every soil of 
interglacial type ascribed to an individual interglacial period, they 
or their underlying sediments appear to be much too old. To set up 
a glacial-interglacial sequence it is necessary to present evidence 
not only of interglacial soil type but also of periglacial sediment 
sequences characterized in loess profiles by sollfluction phenomena, 
slopewash sediments, loesses and intercalated interstadial soils 
amd being represented by a reasonable thickness of sediment. As 
the Frimmersdorf exposures and also many Czechoslovakian exam-
ples show /Kukla, 1969/, the presence of thin loess beds, even of 
frost cracks and small cryoturbation features, is not sufficient to 
demonstrate that two interglacial soils are separated by a glacial 
period. That is to say, under unfavourable circumstances two dis-
cordant soils from distinct interglacial periods, tying closely as-
sociated, might be almost indistinguishable from two successive 
more or less concordant soils belonging to a single interglacial 
soil complex. In Bich cases the profiles are not suitable for stra-
tigraphical subdivision of the Quaternary period. Often, however, 
the study of laterally extensive profiles and the morphological 
behaviour of the soils, as opposed to the usual columnar profiles 
which get described, can yield more information about the relation-
ship of two soils of interglacial type. • 
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COMMENTS ON EARLIER~ACCOUNTS l~F THE COVER-DEPOSITS 
IN THE TAGEBAU FRIMMERSUORF WEST ANU ALONG THE LOWER 
RHINE 

Paas in his dissertation /1961/ studies a 1 km long section of the 

4 km face showing the cover-deposits in the Frimmersdorf West pit. 
Further consideration of the same data appears in his later papers 

/Paas 1968 a,b/. Of the five soils of interglacial type described in the 
present work and forming the three soli complexes shown !n figure 1, 

Paas in his papers described three. These are the two soils of the 
middle complex -the Hrkelenzer and Rheindahlener soils in Paas s 
terminology -and the upper soil of the lower complex - Paas s Wegber-
ger soil. 

The type profiles for these soils, at Erkelenz, Rheindahlen and 
\Vegberg, are all to be found overlving the lÄarly Pleistocene Jüngere 
Flauptterrasse of the Rhine. From Paas s account these localities show 

very incomplete cover-deposit profiles with at most three soil horizons 
overlying the Farly Pleistocene strata. Therefore, at their type loca-
lities, no evidence of any kind can be obtained for'the age of these 
soils. Consequently, Paas /1968'a,b/ correlated the soils of the 
Frimmers~Forf West pit as follows: assuming that the fluviat[le gravels 
below the cover-deposits at this site to be the Untere Mittelterrasse 
of Drenthe age and a complete succession of cover-deposits to be 
present, then the Wegberger and Rheindahlener soils are assigned 
an infra-Saalian age• and the Erkelenzer soil an Eemian one. Recent-
ly the Rheindahlener soil has also been assigned 'to the Treene inter-
glacial, the Wegberger soil to the "younger Holstein interglacial" 
and thus the "Untere Mittelterrasse" into some cold. phase within 
the Holstein interglacial /~1aas et al, 1971, p. 337/. 

Since, as already described in this article, the soil/cover-loess 
sequence at Frimmersdorf We's~ is more complicated than Paas sug-
gests, and therefore the fluviatile strata below. the cover deposits 
rather older, then the basis for Paas s conception of the time-stra-
tigraphy of the loesses of the Lower Rhine falls to pieces. 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of investigations in the Tagebau Frimmersdorf West, 
at least two terraces with gravel aggradations of Middle Pleistocene 
age can be demonstrated. An older gravel aggradation, within which 
are intercalated the Frimmersdorf interglacial beds, has its upper-
most fluviatile strata dating to at least the fourth glacial period before 
present. On the next terrace level down follows the younger gravel 
aggradation, in which are intercalated the Kempen-Krefeld intergla-
cial beds /Kempf, 1966/, and here fluviatile aggradation terminated 
during at least the third glacial period before present /see table 1/. 
!ts uppermost gravels are believed to involved with the Drenthe-age 
advance of the inland ice into the L-ower Rhine valley. 

From the construction and age of the gravel aggradations, it is 
concluded that the erodiönal phase preceding the development of ter-
race aggradations of thfs sort takes place during the latter part of 
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j1 glacial period anti, therefore, the basal gravel of such a terrace re-
presents the final phase of a glacial period or even the onset of the 
succeeding interglacial. 

W ithin the cover-loess deposits of the Tagebau Frimmersdorf West , 
>;here occur interglacial soil complexes each containing two equally cle-
reloped soils of interglacial type /figure 1/. l=rom their appearance and 
~tratigraphical position they appear to be the equivalents of the f'K 1V 
and F'K V soil complexes of Czechoslovakia /Kukla, 19G9~ , which again 
supports the correlation Suggested above for the ~rimmersdorl' fluvrin-
Cile and cover-deposit ,series. 

The evidence for these interglacial soil complexes containing se-
veral stratigraphic units, developed under suet favourable regional 
conditions in the Rhineland, stressed the necessity of interpreting 
the Quaternary stratigraphy of complex, multibe<lded loess profCles 
not only from the number of soil hörizon~ they show, i»ut also by de. 
tnonstrating that the intervening horizons are unquestionably ai` gla-
cial age. 
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Table I : 

Position of the Frimmersdorf interglacial within the Mitte~-
terra5sen gysietn of the Lower Rhine 

Terraces• Subdivision Glacial periods Cover-beds 
before present 

.Niederterrasse 1st glacial 
period B . P. 

' Eem 
MT IV 2nTglacial at most 1 
Krefelder Mittelterrasse perCocl B.P. present 

no cover-beds 

MT III Hangendschotter Interglacial at most 2 
/Untere Mittel- 3rd glacial present 
terrasse/ period B.F. 

MT u 

Kempen-Krefelder Holstein
Schichten 

Liegendschotter 
/"Rinnenschotter"/ 

Hanger~chotter 

Frimmersdorfer 
Schichten 

Liegendschotter 

4th glacial 
period B.P. +

Frimmersdorf 
nt e rgT~T äc i'ä 1'—

at most ii 
present 

—'"--- 5th glacial 

MT 1 /Mittelterrasse I/. period B.P.{ cover-beds 
sequence 
incomplete 

+ Minimum age 
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